INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Reverse Lock Out Solenoid

Directions - Solenoid Installation
CAUTION: BRAKE FLUID CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO PAINTED AREAS. USE A
CLOTH/RAG UNDER THE ACTUATOR/BRAKE LINE CONNECTION TO COLLECT
ANY SPILLED BRAKE FLUID.

TDE Part #

DX Part #

Description

11250

K68-213-00

Reverse Lock Out Solenoid



Installs directly in line between the trailer hydraulic actuator and
the brake line.



Adapts to all models of hydraulic actuators.



Only one electrical connection required between solenoid and
vehicle backup light.

Directions - Vehicle Wiring
1.

Disconnect trailer hitch and any wiring connectors from the vehicle.

2.

Connect a 14 gauge wire to the backup (reverse) light wire of the
vehicle. This wire should be of sufficient length to attach to the existing
vehicle/trailer wire receptacle. The end of this wire will require a female
end that will match the solenoid male connector wire.

3.

For ease of use, tape or band the end of the reverse light wire to the
vehicle’s trailer electrical connector.
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1.

Remove the brake line and pipe fitting from the rear of the actuator
master cylinder. Save the fitting for later use.

2.

Screw the solenoid valve into the master cylinder using a thread
sealant and tighten. Make sure thread sealant does not obstruct
fluid flow.

3.

Attach brake line to solenoid. Do not use thread sealant on this
connection.

4.

Bleed brakes according to brake and actuator manufacturer’s
instructions.

5.

Install electrical wire from solenoid to the reverse lights of the tow
vehicle.

6.

Engage parking brake. With engine off and ignition on, check for
proper solenoid operation by placing gear shift in reverse. Backup
lights should turn on and an audible click should be heard in the
solenoid. Make sure backup lights do not engage in any other gear
position.

7.

Test vehicle in a protected area before traveling on streets or
highways.
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